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Abstract
Nowadays security measures especially fraud detection has become an imperative issue in the design of online payment systems. In addition to standard network security schemes such as data encryption and firewalls, payment systems with internal logics that are capable of detecting fraud transaction, and even potential fraud transactions are preferred by both users and solution providers. Currently on the market one can easily purchase a software package for implementing an e-payment system with most standard payment functions. Fraud detection capability, usually implemented as an extra add-on internal logic in the system, however is not included in most packages. It would have to be built in-house. This paper sheds some light on the designing issues on this add-on fraud detection module, namely Fraud Detection Manager. The design is based on the concept of atomic transactions called Coupons that we implemented in e-wallet accounts. This is a relatively simple approach to deter fraud and resolve dispute without the use of digital signing [1]. Some issues in handling fraud transactions are discussed from our experiences in operating a commercial e-wallet service.
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1. Introduction

In current market place, there are quite a lot of different payment solution providers. Most of them come with banking background as they are in comparative advantageous position to effect payment transfers amongst payers and payees given the support of banking network. Yet due to the fact that banking network is complicated, and there are many commercial reasons for banks around the world to integrate and connect, third party payment solution providers still have a role to play.

Given the popularity of the credit card market, payment by credit card is the most inclined payment method. Payment by account transfer is restrictive as payer and payee may have different bankers, which do not have direct relationship. Merchants do not favor delay of payment as a result of inter-bank transfer. Payment by other means like authenticated e-Cash require tremendous investment on both technology and operating cost. User-friendliness and user-acceptance are key obstacles for e-Cash to gain popularity in a near future. Therefore for commercial feasibility, at least as for today, it is desirable to build an e-payment system similar to PayPal but with emphasis on enhancing the credit card payment method. That is, an e-Wallet system that runs on an intermediate party between the users and merchants. Users can create an e-Wallet account that accepts fund-in from users via direct bank transfer, debit cards as well as credit cards. Users enjoy a peace of mind in using the e-Wallet service during on-line shopping without the need to surrender their credit card details on merchant websites. They can choose to top up their e-Wallets using direct transfer or credit card payment whereas notational money from their e-Wallets is debited at each purchase.

The advantage is leveraging the well acceptance of credit card as an e-Wallet fund-in method for the end-users. This however implies a problem to the e-Wallet operator in case of any credit card related dispute raised by the user that has to be resolved by the e-Wallet operator instead of by the merchant alone. In other words, the responsibility of handling fraud transactions and subsequent dispute is shifted from the merchants to the e-Wallet operator.

From our working experience in running an e-Wallet service provider 1-Pay.com, building an e-payment system is not technically difficult since the technology is widely available off the shelf. (Computer hardware and e-Payment software toolkits can be purchased, programmers can be employed.) The challenge is taking preventive measures to tackle frauds.

In the latter sections of this paper, we discuss about possible frauds pertaining to e-Wallet transactions and how do we deal with them both logically and technologically. We designed a generic fraud-detection module that can be configured with rules in governing the meticulous level of checking. The internal design of the e-Wallet account would have to be modified with the concept of Coupon-based transaction for enabling traceability. The design of the fraud-detection module and the modification of the e-Wallet account are made flexible enough to integrate and inter-operate with most existing e-Payment systems as an add-on.
2. Credit Card Frauds in E-Wallet Services

In our e-Wallet model where token money is prepaid by the users via debit cards or credit cards, and thereafter the money can be spent at the merchant websites for purchases, it requires a fraud-free environment so to attract users and merchants using the e-Wallet service. User acceptance is a fundamental requirement for third-party payment provider to survive.

Fraud in online business is inevitable. Frauds in e-Wallet services that are mainly on credit cards, come usually in three different forms and have two degrees of damage such as financial loss and reputation blemish.

One type of fraud is that a stolen credit card number is used for making a purchase; and the other one is that the user used a legitimate credit card but deliberately denies the transaction upon receiving the goods or service from the merchant; the last type is from the dishonest merchant who charges the user’s e-Wallet without consent.

In any case, a user would raise a transaction dispute through the credit card issuer bank. Some common transaction disputes are as fellow [2]:

- "I agree to pay $X, but was charged $Y instead"
- "I’ve only bought $X worth of goods, but my e-Wallet balance has gone down by $Y"
- "I never bought this, but it appears on my account statement"
- "I told the merchant no, but he put it through anyway"

Upon any transaction dispute brought up, the e-Wallet service provider would have to answer, by at least showing records of the transactions.

If the dispute transaction was made by an e-Wallet that is funded in purely by debit card or cash, the resolution would be handled (or argued) between the user and the merchant. Sometimes, the e-Wallet operator would have to reverse-debit the wallet account provided that the merchant refunds the user money.

However, if the e-Wallet account is funded by credit card payment by the user that is a very usual case, things become trickier. Because the e-Wallet account serves as a common pool of notational money merging from different forms and sources of payment, it would be almost impossible to separate out which amount of money that come from which credit card account was involved in the transaction dispute. For example, a credit card owner files a transaction dispute via his credit card issuer that $1000 was mistakenly debited by our e-Wallet provider. Checking on the e-Wallet account under dispute, it was found that the initial balance was $200 funded in by cash. Now plus the $1000 fund-in from credit card, a total of $1200 from the e-Wallet was spent over three different merchants A, B and C each with a transaction of $400. In this scenario, how would the e-Wallet provider approach the three merchants about the fund-in dispute of $1000? There is no way to know in which merchants the $1000 was actually spent let alone the proportion of it. (It could be $400 in A and B, $200 in C, or any similar combination). There are just too many possibilities and they are not known because the $1000 has become anonymous and notational in the e-Wallet after the fund-in.

As a result, all the merchants deny that the transactions made at their websites involve the dispute amount since the money was not traceable, and the e-Wallet provider lacks of evidence showing how the $1000 was divided up and spent.

At the end the e-Wallet provider is not able to solve the dispute with the merchants. Hence the provider suffers probably the charge-back amount and trust from both end-users and merchants.

As credit card payment via internet faces high fraud rate [3], whereby the payment solution provider cannot afford to take the risk in view of most revenue models are simply based on commission charged on the transaction amount, e-Wallet becomes less attractive a business model. This problem persists unless some innovative mechanism rolls out to safeguard the service provider’s interest in accepting credit-card as a fund-in method.

3. Our Proposed Solution

One way to tackle the dispute issues on fund-in and transaction is to make the payment traceable. This however does not prevent fraud or stop culprits from making fraudulent transaction. Traceability means fraudulent transaction can be detected, picked up, stopped and most importantly, from the e-Wallet provider point of view, assertive evidence that can be shown is used to confront and blacklist the merchant(s) or users involved.

To achieve traceability of each payment transaction in e-Wallet system, the concept of Coupon [4] is introduced in the design of our payment system. Digital coupon in a sense is an indivisible monetary notation that has been adopted in implementing e-Cash [4][5] and as a ticketing or metering mechanism [6] for lightweight electronic commerce protocol [7] and online advertising [8][9]. In our payment system, the electronic form of coupon is not used for circulation over the internet, but as a traceable form of money notation for enabling fund-in transaction and the corresponding purchase transaction.

3.1. Coupon feature

Two balances are maintained at each e-Wallet account, namely Cash balance and Coupon balance. If the fund in is performed by bank transfer or debit card, the fund in will appear as Cash balance. If the fund in is performed
by credit card, then it will appear as Coupon balance in
the e-wallet.

Unlike the coupon balance, the e-Wallet holder can
fund in several times before sending out the cash balance.
There is no restriction on how many times an e-Wallet
holder can intake or send out fund from the Cash balance
in his/her e-Wallet.

As for the Coupon balance, if the e-Wallet holder fund
in a certain amount, say $100, the balance will look like a
paper Coupon with face value of $100. This Coupon must
be spent in whole by sending to a specified merchant who
is also a registered e-Wallet holder of the system. The e-
Wallet cannot fund in additional value, say $10 in
addition to the first Coupon value of $100, before the
previous Coupon balance is spent. In other words, each
fund in transaction amount will immediately become a
Coupon (token) stored in the wallet. At any one time,
there would be either none or exactly one coupon in the e-
Wallet. Each Coupon cannot be spent divisibly over
multiple transactions, and each Coupon cannot be used for
more than one merchant. It is not transferable too to
another merchant. These rules are trying to ensure that
every transaction that comes from a credit card becomes
totally traceable. Its usage can checked too under this
enforcement. The Coupon contains full details of the user,
the source (credit card), and the destination (merchant).

Let $x$ be the amount of fund
\[ x = [\lfloor 0..M \rfloor] \text{ where } M \text{ is the maximum amount } \]
\[ \text{allowed} \]
\[ Y_i = \langle u, m, c, t \rangle \text{ where } i \text{ is the index of the Coupon} \]
\[ \text{and the variables in the tuple are defined as follow:} \]
\[ u = \text{UserID, email address, login-name, password} \]
\[ m = \text{MerchantID, email address, login-name, password} \]
\[ c = \text{Credit Card number, Cardholder name, exp. Date} \]
\[ t = \text{Time-stamp, IP address of the user} \]

Figure 1 shows the operational details. With this
design, the system offers a feature which allows
traceability of the participated sender and receiver (the
merchant) of each Coupon in a manageable manner. In
addition, the design of the merchant wallet can be set to
only receive Coupon and cannot send out Coupon. Should
there be any fraud reported, the system operator can easily
identify the “fraud Coupon” and know it has been sent to
which merchant.

3.2 Fraud Manager System

With the Coupon feature, a Fraud Manager mechanism
is implemented on top of the standard payment system for
detecting possible frauds. The market does provide types
of payment systems but none of them has a function to
dedicatedly deal with security and trust issue associated
with end-user behavior. Here we are not talking about
network security whereby firewalls can be installed or
128-bits SSL is used. Suspicious user behavior leads to
trails of fraudulent cases. A culprit user emulates a
genuine credit card holder to make fraud transaction via
the anonymous wallet system. Since the money
representation in e-Wallet is usually anonymous if
Coupon is not implemented, the payment system serves as
a soft target to be abused for money laundering or other
credit card crimes.

Having the Coupon strategy makes transaction
traceable in the hope of deterring fraud attempts.
Furthermore, we have to learn the pattern of culprit people
behavior so that fault logic can be developed to disallow
their attempted transaction. The objective is not to identify
the bad guy but identify possible fraud transaction and let
it down. That is, we learn the trails of fraudulent
transactions and we preemptively stop a transaction that is
similar to those fraud cases.

Most commonly standard measure taken by bank
payment gateway is to restrict the credit limit, monitor the
frequency of access per day/week/month, etc., and create a
black list to block the suspect transactions.

These are not enough as culprit users will try the
allowable credit limit and under the maximum frequency,
and use cards that are not yet black-listed where possible.

There is no once-off solution to deal with those fraud
attempts. The approach is to keep on monitoring the
suspect behavior and develop fault logic to block the
suspect transaction. The term fault logic we used here is a
set of rules for dealing with detecting a potential fraud
case. The rules are derived and “learnt” over time from
past fraud history. For a start, these rules are manually
defined by human experts who are familiar with credit-
card crimes and our payment system. In a later stage,
machine learning algorithms such as data-mining [10][11]
and neural network [12] can be applied to fine tune the
fault logics. Therefore, the fault logic module must be
designed to be extendable as new measure (rule) is added
in to minimize fraud every now and then.

3.3 Fault Logic Module

Firstly, rule-based logics that were called fault logic
have to be developed. In the initial phase, the following
functions are programmed in the fault logic module.

(1) Smart black list – usually we cannot decide which
credit card to be suspected as fraud and put into the black
list database without a transaction history. The most
common way is that when there is a transaction already
happened and reported as fraud, the corresponding
transaction will be identified fraudulent. The Coupon
feature has ensured each fund-in transaction into the e-
Wallet (at that moment the Coupon has not been spent) is

stored as a whole amount and completely traceable. So any credit card that was reported as fraud, the corresponding Coupons generated by that credit card can be seized, the intended merchant and the user of the e-Wallet would be known. Even though the Coupon has sent out, we know exactly to whom it was sent and the amount of it.

Here the function of smart black list is that other than simply creating a black list database for administrator to input credit card numbers for the fraud manager to block the transaction, there is a “linkage black list table” (Suspect List) built. We define the linkage by detecting if any already black-listed card has ever been used at an IP address and other cards being using at the same IP address, that card will automatically be entered into the table.

If any e-Wallet transaction by email format has been performed with a black list card, any other card (though not in black list at the moment) being used by the same e-Wallet will be entered into the table.

Further to above rule, by tracing other suspect cards (that have not been black-listed yet), other e-Wallet(s) that have links to will be identified. Then additional cards ever being used by these e-wallet(s) will be entered into the table. This is based on the assumption that a user may use several cards across several accounts. When one of these cards or accounts is detected fraudulent, all the other related ones will be suspected.

Technically, once a transaction is detected to be a fraud, all the parameters associating with that transaction would be highlighted and put into the Suspect list. The parameters in the suspect list will be used to trace out other e-wallets and cards that have not yet been declared as fraud.

The rule though sounds a bit complicated. The principal is that if there is any linkage (originating from a black-listed card) to any e-wallet and subsequently any (not yet black listed) card will all be traced out. Upon tracing out these will be automatically entered to the “linkage black list table” which forms the smart black list. This is a step up measure to preemptively block a transaction performed by a particular credit card, before being formally reported by the bank that is a fraud transaction by then it is too late.

(2) IP blocking – if any credit card prefix indicating the issuing country when being used compared to the country location of the IP address for each real time transaction is not the same, the transaction will be blocked. This is optional as a user who holds a card issued from a country actually use it from another country.

(3) Different public domain blocking – if the e-Wallet is registered by using a public domain email address, e.g. apple@yahoo.com, apple@hotmail.com, apple@souhu.com, then all these transactions will be blocked. Once again, this rule is optional. But according to our experiences, almost in all the fraud cases public email addresses are used. This avoids being traced by ISP.

(4) Different receiver e-wallet blocking – if one single sender e-wallet attempts to make x transactions with y merchants, i.e. transfers funds to different merchant e-wallet(s) within z timeframes, the transaction will be blocked. Of course the variables x, y, z mentioned above can be changed by administrator.

The above-mentioned “IF-THEN” rules are developed after researching the behavior of many reported fraud transactions. This is not a one-time exercise and continuous efforts will be made to cultivate the latest patterns of fraud behavior hence new fraud logics will be added on from time to time.

From the view of implementation, the FaultManager class is actually an RMI server [13] that is event-driven and does real-time processing. A RMIRemoteObject is bind to this server such that any payment system can be connected to the FaultManager server that makes it integration flexible. The technical team who are responsible for the payment system only needs to know the structure and defined data of the RMIRemoteInterface and they could develop simple client to connect to the fault manager.

FaultLogic is an interface such that any class that extends it will inherit the method doVerification(). By using the FaultLogic interface, new checking rules can be added to the system without affecting the other parts of the systems. New checking rules can be loaded dynamically into the system by using the Class that comes with Java API. The design of the class FaultManager in UML notation and its operation can be found in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively.

4. System Design

This internet-based system will be designed as a platform that facilitates multi-channel and multi-purpose e-Wallet system, with most standard payment functions plus the fund-in channel of credit card payment. The standard functions include internet payment, account transfer, account enquiry, customer service console enquiry, web-based system administration, fund-in and fund-out transactions. The operation however is depicted in the form of data-flow-diagrams for both merchant and client in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

Some specified group of e-Wallets are entitled to the loyalty program. The administrator can configure the detail of each loyalty program simply by monitoring the amount of transactions incurred everyday. A web based back-end system administration console provides the functions of card information enquiry, card administration, report download, user administration, and system maintenance.
4.1 Cash flow

If the e-wallet holder wishes to fund in by bank transfer, he has to login his account entering the details of bank transfer. The system will then automatically generate a bank-in request. The operator then approves or disapproves the bank in request. If approved, the e-Wallet cash balance will be increased.

Alternatively the e-Wallet can be funded-in by credit card via an interface with bank’s payment gateway. Then in the e-Wallet a Coupon balance will be generated. It should be noted that the next fund in by credit card would not be accepted by the system until the current Coupon balance has been cleared from the e-Wallet. During the fund-in the e-Wallet holder will be directed to the payment gateway in real time to complete the fund in process. After the payment gateway has approved the transaction, the e-Wallet holder will then be re-directed back to the system and his e-Wallet will hold a Coupon balance.

Transfer between e-Wallets can be performed easily via the web front-end. This facilitates a buyer sending a payment to a merchant. The e-Wallet holder simply login to his e-Wallet and selects the “send fund” function. The system will prompt to input the receiver wallet ID and after successful authentication, the value is transferred from the sender’s e-Wallet to the receiver’s e-Wallet. This is similar to PayPal except one thing: The Cash balance can be sent out partially across several transactions, but the Couple balance must be sent out in a whole sum.

Other than transfer fund between e-Wallets, this system also allows e-Wallet holder to settle payment using his e-Wallet. E-wallet holder selects products/services into the shopping basket at the authorized integrated merchant web site, and chooses to pay by e-Wallet. He will then be URL redirected to the electronic payment system. The payment information including transaction amount, merchant transaction reference, product code, currency, and merchant ID, merchant’s URL for successful transaction will also be carried forward in the redirect link. In any case, the e-Wallet holder is prompted to enter the wallet ID and PIN. The system performs user authentication and checks e-Wallet balance for the payment.

After making the payment the e-Wallet holder will be URL redirected to merchant’s URL for both successful and unsuccessful transactions. The information including merchant transaction reference, system transaction reference and return status that indicates whether the transaction is successful or not will be forwarded to the redirect link.

4.2 System module interoperability

Conceptually, the payment system will be interconnected with internet environment, merchant web site that supposed to integrate with the payment system, payment gateway which facilitates the payment information transfer and real time payment. Additionally, the system offers interoperability with telecom switches such as SMS gateway, and WAP-enabled applications.

4.3 E-Wallet system

The e-wallet system is where the core logics for balance storage, transaction history of the e-wallet, and the overall management of card accounts are implemented. It stores e-Wallet holder account information, such as card balance, PIN, expiry date and card status. A bank is required to provide a payment gateway interface for the credit card fund-in and payment. Written in Java, a communication interface is always provided for the merchant site who wants to easily integrate with our payment system. The front-end server allows cardholders to access their e-Wallets through an internet browser. For security reason, sessions of SSL are provoked between the browser and the front-end server.

4.4 Commission Feature

A commission feature is designed for the system owner to earn from the electronic payment service provision. Depending on the transaction type, a variable commission may be charged on each transaction. The commission parameter is generally defined using this formula: Commission = (Transaction amount * commission rate %) + a fixed charge.

A commission plan defines the corresponding values in the above formula for different transaction types. Each e-Wallet can be associated with a customized commission plan.

Internally, there is a commission e-Wallet owned by the system administrator for each available currency defined in the system to collect the commission amounts.

When making a transaction, e-Wallet holder enters the transaction amount and the above formula will be used to calculate the commission transparently. The commission amount will be charged to the e-Wallet at the same time of the transaction. If the e-Wallet balance is insufficient to cover both the transaction amount and commission amount, the transaction will be rejected.

4.5 Account Class Feature

Four account classes are supported, namely Personal, Premium, Business and Merchant. Each e-Wallet account
is instantiated in Java programming sense, from one of these four account classes and thereby inheriting the common data and functions. Different risk rules may apply for different account classes. When a user signs up an account, the default “Personal” and/or “Business” class may apply. Upgrade to “Premium” and/or “Merchant” will be done manually through the backend console. Only Merchant accounts are allowed to receive Coupon. Only Personal or Premium accounts are allowed to fund in and send Coupon.

5. Conclusion

The implementation of our proposed e-payment system is specially designed with a Fraud Manager subsystem which emphasizes on preventive measures to possibly minimize fraud. We admit that in no circumstance fraud can be 100% eliminated. However, most current payment systems have not been designed in a way to tackle this issue. Fraud transaction is a real problem that hampers the growth of e-commerce and must be overcome. According to our experiences, a good way to wining merchants and users in using our e-Wallet system relies on how well fraud and dispute can be handled by our system. In this paper, we have discussed the Coupon concept and its implementation issues for a payment system that is capable of detecting frauds.
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Figure 1. Flow-chart of the fund-in logic for Cash Balance and Coupon Balance inside the e-Wallet account
Figure 2. Class Design of Fault Manager in UML

Figure 3. Work flow that demonstrate how Fault Manager works
Figure 4. DFD diagram of e-Wallet account used by Merchant
DFD (PERSONAL WALLET USER)

Figure 5. DFD diagram of e-Wallet account used by personal user